LETTER from the Publisher

AS I WRITE THIS ISSUE’S LETTER, I find that the
mood and outlook of New York City have vastly improved.
Our home has largely recovered from its downturn, and
we see new businesses thriving and seeking our publishing
platform to reach the savvy consumer. Gotham is proud to
devote a special section to the 29th annual Miracle on
Madison Avenue (this year on Saturday, December 5), the
shopping tradition that combines commerce and philanthropy in a way that underscores Gotham’s community of
collaboration and generosity. This project originated from
a meeting with the Madison Avenue Business Improvement District, which kicked off a simple question: How
can Gotham magazine better support local initiatives?
For evidence that our city is in full rebound, look no further than Madison Avenue’s growth in 2015. Home to
flagships of the world’s leading luxury
retailers, Madison Avenue has
allowed brands to showcase their
craftsmanship within a complete luxury shopping experience. For those
declaring bricks-and-mortar démodé,
look to the 22 new stores cropping
up—from fashion powerhouses like
Fendi, Givenchy, and LK Bennett to
bespoke jewelry boutiques like Nirav
Modi and technology titans like
Apple. This new crop doesn’t even
include expansions like Brunello
Cucinelli’s or relocations along the
street, as was the case with Morgenthal Frederics. Many retailers are

thrilled about the biggest new tenant with global culture
cred—the Met Breuer, which is scheduled to open as soon
as March 2016 in the former Whitney Museum space.
To understand the allure of Madison Avenue for the
new generation of luxury brands, one need only look to
the history of what makes the area such a pedestrianfriendly destination. Under the NYC Landmarks Preservation Commission, the entire façades of buildings along
Madison Avenue, both commercial and residential, are
protected, as is seen with many stores housed in brownstone townhouses. Created in 1973, The Special Madison
Avenue Preservation District (from 61st to 96th Street)
continues to be part of the NYC Zoning Resolution,
which regulates storefront height and articulation, as well
as bulkhead requirements. This has allowed Madison
Avenue to retain its distinctly local character.
Thus, this issue’s “Miracle of Giving” seeks to champion the voices of Madison Avenue and celebrate retailers
in their own words. Take a stroll along the avenue on
December 5, and see if your gifting this holiday season can
take on new meaning, as 20 percent of the proceeds from
participating retailers will go toward The Society of
Memorial Sloan Kettering.
Season’s greetings to the city that never stops giving.

DAWN DUBOIS

Follow me on Twitter at @dawnmdubois and on gotham-magazine.com.
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY TANYA MALOTT (ROUNDTABLE)

With attorney Daniel Seidenstein, real estate broker Christopher Korey, and interior designer Lisa Natt at Hotel Plaza Athénée for this issue’s
brokers’ roundtable. BELOW: Gotham is proud to partner with Miracle on Madison Avenue and The Society of Memorial Sloan Kettering.

HAUTE PROPERTY Brokers’ Roundtable
from left: Daniel
Seidenstein, Christopher
Korey, and Lisa Natt at
Hotel Plaza Athénée.

PAnelISTS
Christopher Korey, founder and owner,
Christopher Korey Private Realty
(917-414-3264; christopherkorey.com)
Lisa Natt, interior designer and founder of
Sola Showroom (45 E. 20th St., 212-6200988; solasr.com)
Daniel Seidenstein, attorney, senior
associate at Jan Ira Gellis (137 Fifth Ave.)

Well Addressed

For Christopher orey, who runs a private brokerage, the
city’s best listings aren’t listed. photography by tanya malott

In an era of mega-brokerages and international
alliances, can the boutique or stand-alone real
estate company survive, let alone thrive?
Christopher Korey, founder and owner of
Christopher Korey Private Realty, says yes—and
then some. Korey, who grew up in New York (part
of that time at the landmark San Remo) and who
has been in business for two decades, says the “best
listings aren’t listed”—one needs to learn about
them through word of mouth. In what must be a
first for a brokerage owner, Korey, a stylish manabout-town, also co-runs a fashion consulting firm,
koreyfrancois.com. (He says that while the fields
may seen widely different, there’s plenty of client
cross-pollination between the two businesses.)
Here Korey joins colleagues Lisa Natt, an interior designer and founder of Sola Showroom, and
attorney Daniel Seidenstein to talk about the private sell, Midtown’s new buzz, and whether the
market is topping out.
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from top: Plaza Athénée’s
menu for the lunch; the
salmon entrée.

Tell us about how your business differs from
other brokerages.
Christopher Korey: I’m an independent real
estate broker in Manhattan, which is a rare
commodity. When I started, there were 10 or 12;
now I’m one of maybe two. People ask me all the
time how I compete with the larger firms. The
value comes from knowing your product—you
have to know the buildings. We live in a great city
with a lot of bad buildings. Many of the listings I
have are not publicized.
Why wouldn’t somebody want their listing
publicized?
CK: There are high-net-worth individuals who
don’t want their apartments publicized on the
Internet because you get a lot of what we call
lookie-loos, who just want to peek into a celebrity
or rich person’s apartment.
So your business must be primarily by word of
mouth.
CK: My business is based on referral. All my
clients have been my clients for roughly 20 years.
What age groups do you most often deal with?
CK: New York is so global now that the influx of
buyers and sellers runs the gamut. Young international wealth is extensive and driving a large part
[of the business], especially in new construction
and new developments.
Daniel Seidenstein: Also with this new generation, a lot of parents are getting involved. Within
the market, that’s creating cash-only offers and a
younger clientele. This generation wants to live in
the city, not the suburbs.
Do they buy the schools or do they buy the
apartment and worry about schools later?
CK: They usually buy the school, because that’s
always the priority, which explains the boom in
Tribeca. Also, people go crazy for anything near PS 6.
Are there any deals left in Manhattan?
CK: There is no such thing as a bargain or a steal or
anything like that in Manhattan. Undervalued means
that you have to go way further out in Brooklyn or
some other borough and become a pioneer and
wait for the neighborhood to come to you.
What about the Sutton area, which I hear is
better-priced than other prime neighborhoods?
CK: It used to be, right up until they opened
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Whole Foods on 57th. Three years ago, you could
find a two-bedroom for under a million dollars in
the Sutton area. The maintenances were a little
higher, but you were able to eat that because of the
quality of the buildings and the neighborhood. But
there was a stigma attached to it—it was too sleepy,
too far, there was nothing there, you couldn’t walk
to the train. Whole Foods opens up on 57th Street
and everyone is asking me why I’m not taking
them to Sutton Place. Now that $900,000 twobedroom is $1.4 million to $1.5 million.
In addition to your brokerage, you have a
styling consultancy. Does that help with real
estate sales or is it a separate business entirely?
CK: My clients were always asking me [about how
I dress] and where I shopped, and I would say,
“Well, you can do it, too; we just have to find the
right thing for you,” and it started from there.
Do you just monetize the real estate?
CK: No, we monetize both.
With people in the fashion business, where
and what do they want to buy?
CK: Downtown. Literally, it has to be south of
34th Street; otherwise it’s Canada.
Any pockets of Downtown that are surprisingly hot right now?
CK: The outskirts of Tribeca. Same is true if you
go east. The cutoff used to be Avenue A, but that
has stretched over to Avenue D. Even if you look at
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Daniel Seidenstein,
Christopher Korey, and
Lisa Natt enter the Hotel
Plaza Athénée. above:
Christopher Korey

find new levels for itself. An $800 shawl would
normally be considered luxury, but if you can sell
that, why not a $1,500 shawl? Everything is about
being elevated. There was so much consumerism,
but now there’s a shift where people think that it may
not be so pretty to constantly be looking for the next
best thing. I see people paring down and investing
rather than purchasing. They want to feel what
they’re buying is more timeless and understated.
Is the Manhattan real estate market topping
out?
CK: I won’t call it the top, but I will say we’re overheated. Prices have gone wildly off the charts. We’re
on a trajectory where New York is becoming a city
of the wealthy, which is unsustainable long-term.
Where do you do most of your deals, in what
price range?
DS: You get a glut at $999,999 because of the
mansion tax. And then, between $1.5 million and
$5 million.
What percentage of your closings are all-cash
deals?
DS: It’s less than it used to be. I would say two
years ago you couldn’t get a deal if it wasn’t all
cash. Now I’m finding more mortgage contingencies. It’s not the feeding frenzy that it was.
Predictions for 2016? Where are we all headed?
DS: The market rise going on since 2012 isn’t
sustainable. It felt overpriced in 2014, and it’s still
continuing to rise. At some point there’s going to
be a market correction.
CK: It’s hard to argue with that. We may correct
or not, but if you’re going to be here for a long
time, you’ll be fine. I believe all asset classes will
correct at some point in the next 12 months. Do I
think it will be something catastrophic? No, I
don’t, because there’s a bid under every level of
this market, three to four levels down. G
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“we may correct or
not, but if you’re
going to be here for
a long time, you’ll
be fine.”
—christopher korey

the Lower East Side, like Stanton Street or Orchard
Street, people are much more willing to go there.
Where would you put your money for the next
hot neighborhood?
CK: Long Island City, for the simple reason that
you can get into Midtown twice as fast as you can go
across town. It’s about 12 minutes away. Plus, there
are a lot of underdeveloped old factory buildings
with high ceilings, big windows, and views of the
city that are screaming to be developed. In
Manhattan, there’s the strip along Broadway where
the Ace and NoMad Hotels are, with cast-iron
buildings [that could] be converted to condos.
“Starchitects” like Norman Foster and Jean
Nouvel are now building in Midtown. How do
you see this area changing in the next five to
10 years?
CK: Midtown will become more international
because these new developments tend to be bought
by foreigners, who use them as pieds-à-terre or
investment properties. They like to feel as if they’re
in the center of things; they aren’t really concerned
with proximity to the train or the day-to-day.
Lisa, there’s been a huge boom in contemporary art that’s impacted the way interiors are
styled and designed, and a modern aesthetic
predominates in condo architecture. Do you see
the pendulum ever swinging beyond modern?
Lisa Natt: Yes. I think the drive to modern also came
from a desire for less-cluttered environments. But
what got lost was the creation of spaces that felt unique
to the people living in them. A pitfall with übermodern spaces is that they have no real character.
Concurrent with a predominant taste for
modern is what seems to be a never-ending
push for newer iterations of luxury. Where
does that end?
LN: I think luxury in general tends to constantly

